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In this paper we develop, for directional and axial data, smooth tests of goodness-of-
fit for rotationally symmetric distributions against general families of embedding
alternatives constructed from complete orthonormal bases of functions. These
families generalize a proposal of Beran (1979) based on spherical harmonics.
Combined with Rao’s score test, our alternatives yield simple test strategies. We
present a method for constructing an orthonormal basis adapted to the case where
the alternatives are first assumed to be rotationally symmetric and then for more
general situations. As an example of the versatility of our method, the results are
applied to the problem of testing goodness-of-fit for the uniform, the von Mises
FisherLangevin, and the ScheiddeggerDimrothWatson distributions. It is shown
that the proposed test strategy encompasses and generalizes many of the
approaches that have so far been proposed for these distributions. Moreover, our
method allows for easy adaptation to more complex alternatives than those previously
available. In addition, the test statistic can be broken into parts that may be used
to detect specific departures from the null hypothesis.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
When analyzing multivariate data, it is often the case that one assumes
the data arise from a distribution whose density presents some form of
symmetry about a location parameter that determines the center of the
distribution. Such assumptions are usually made because they are intuitively
attractive or plausible in view of the phenomenon that generates the data and
because these distributions often turn out to be mathematically very tractable.
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Likewise, when analyzing directional or axial data, it is often the case
that the observations are treated as if they were arising from a distribution
whose density is rotationally symmetric about an axis % that represents a
center for the random directions. As with Euclidean data, this assumption
is made because of its a priori plausibility in a large number of real life
situations and because rotationally symmetric distributions possess appealing
mathematical properties that simplify the derivation of statistical inference,
for example, the computation of confidence regions for %, see Watson
(1983). They also constitute a convenient starting point in the iterative
process of fitting a distribution to data.
It is thus of interest to construct goodness-of-fit tests that can assess the
validity of such an assumption. Many goodness-of-fit tests for directional
data are tailored to the case where, under the null hypothesis, the data are
assumed to be uniformly distributed (Rayleigh (1919), Beran (1968), Gine
(1975)), or arising from a member of the von MisesFisherLangevin
family (Cox (1975), Kent (1982), Fisher and Best (1984), Mardia et al.
(1984), Lockhart and Stephens (1985), Rivest (1986), Mardia and Kent
(1991), Lawson (1992)). This is a consequence of the historical importance
of these distributions and their mathematical tractability.
In this paper, we propose a general goodness-of-fit test strategy for the
null hypothesis that the data arise from parametric families of rotationally
symmetric densities. The procedure is based on the smooth test approach
first proposed by Neyman (1937) and recently extended by Rayner and
Best (1989). In Section 2, we develop this test strategy in the context of
directional and axial data. In Section 3, we apply these results to the case
where the alternatives are also assumed to be rotationally symmetric, and
in Section 4, we apply them to more general alternatives. In Section 5, we
obtain the test statistics for the important von MisesFisherLangevin and
ScheiddeggerDimrothWatson families. We also show that our strategy
generalizes a number of approaches that have been proposed for these
distributions. In Section 6, we show that, in many important cases, the test
statistics are made up of asymptotically independent parts that can be used
to detect specific departures from the null hypothesis. Finally, two well-
known data sets are reanalyzed using the methods of the paper.
2. SMOOTH TESTS FOR DIRECTIONAL AND AXIAL DATA
Let X1 , ..., Xn be i.i.d. observations from a distribution having a conti
nuous density f ( } ) with respect to the area element d|p( } ) of 0p=
[x # Rp | xTx=1]. Suppose it is required to test the null hypothesis
H0 : f ( } ) # [ f0( } , ’), ’ # 5 ], (2.1)
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a family of densities indexed by the unknown parameter ’. A standard
goodness-of-fit test strategy consists of embedding the null family into a
larger one, say [g( } , ’, {), ’ # 5, { # 1], such that g( } , ’, 0)=f0( } , ’). The
problem then reduces to that of testing
H0 : {=0 versus H1 : {{0, (2.2)
which can be done using standard methods. In particular, if g( } , ’, {) is
‘‘regular’’ in the sense of Lehmann (1983 p. 429) and the maximum
likelihood estimator (mle) of ’ is easy to compute, Rao’s (1973) score test
can be used. This choice is further motivated by recent results of Chandra
and Samanta (1988) about its asymptotic efficiency over other asymptotically
equivalent test statistics.
This test strategy yields the best results, in terms of power, when there
is a member of the embedding family that closely approximates the true
parent distribution. Since this distribution is unknown, the problem in
practice resides in the choice of the embedding family. In the presence of
little a priori information on the features of the true distribution, the chosen
family must be able to provide a reasonably good approximation to the
largest number of plausible densities. Moreover, members of the family
must be mathematically tractable since the test statistic depends on them.
Finally, for directional and axial data, a further complication arises in that
the embedding family should also be invariant under the action of the
orthogonal group since the inference must not depend on the coordinate
system used to parametrize the sphere. These constraints explain why
goodness-of-fit tests for directional data based on this strategy have mostly
been directed toward testing uniformity against the von MisesFisher
Langevin hypothesis, or the latter against a convenient subset of the
FisherBingham family.
For Euclidean data, Neyman (1937) proposed, and Rayner and Best
(1989) extended, a general method for constructing embedding families
that, combined with Rao’s score method, leads to a simple test statistic.
This approach can be adapted to the context of directional and axial data
in the following way. First, write the alternatives of interest as
f ( } )=C(h, ’) f0( } , ’) exp[h( } )] (2.3)
where h # H, a set of functions on 0p and C(h, ’) is the normalizing
constant. Let O( p) be the group of orthogonal transformations on R p and
denote by L2(0p , f0) the Banach space of functions on 0p such that
h(x) # L2(0p , f0) if, for all ’ # 5, the norm
&h&f0=|
0p
h2(x) f0(x, ’) d|p(x) (2.4)
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is finite. For any fixed ’ # 5, let ( } , } ) f 0 be the corresponding scalar
product. If we equip L2(0p , f0) with this scalar product, we obtain a
Hilbert space that, using a common abuse of notation, will also be referred
to as L2(0p , f0). Define
L2O( p)(0p , f0)=[h # L
2(0p , f0) | &h b g&f 0<, \g # O( p)].
We will call a subspace H of L2O( p)(0p , f0) O( p)-invariant if h( } ) # H
implies h b g( } ) # H, for all g # O( p). An O( p)-invariant subspace is further
said to be irreducible if it contains no nontrivial O( p)-invariant subspaces.
Hence, a sub-subspace of an irreducible subspace is no longer O( p)-
invariant. With these definitions at hand, it follows from standard results
on Hilbert spaces theory over Riemannian manifolds, Helgason (1984),
and representation theorems for Lie groups, Wallach (1973), that
L2O( p)(0p , f0) can be decomposed into a countable sequence of disjoint
irreducible O( p)-invariant subspaces [Hk , k0], each of dimension
dp(k)<, with H0 being the set of constant functions. Thus, one can write
L2O( p)(0p , f0)= :

k=0
Hk , (2.5)
where  denotes the direct sum operator with respect to ( } , } ) f 0 . Pick
an arbitrary ’ # 5 and, for each k0, let [hk, j ( } , ’) # Hk , 1 jdp(k)] be
a complete orthonormal basis (CONB) for Hk , e.g., Span [hk, j ( } , ’),
1  j  dp(k)] = Hk and for any 1  i, j  dp(k), (hk, i , hk, j ) f 0 = $ij ,
Kronecker’s delta. It follows from (2.5) that the hk, j ( } , ’)’s form a CONB
for L2O( p)(0p , f0) so that any h( } ) # L
2
O( p)(0p , f0) can be written as
h( } )= :

k=0
:
d p(k)
j=1
{k, jhk, j ( } , ’),
where {k, j=(h, hk, j) f0 . Thus, if we make the assumption that there exists
an index set 4 such that the plausible alternative densities can be written
as
f ( } )=C(’, {) f0( } , ’) exp { :
(k, j) # 4
{k, jhk, j ( } , ’)= , (2.6)
where {=({k, j , (k, j) # 4), the problem of testing (2.1) against (2.3)
reduces to that of testing (2.2) and, if f0( } , ’) satisfies the regularity
assumptions of Lehmann (1983, p. 429), Rao’s score approach yields the
test statistic
R(4)=nh T(I{{&I{’^I&1’^’^ I’^{)
&1 h , (2.7)
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where ’^ is the mle of ’ under H0 , h T=(n&1 ni=1hk, j (Xi , ’^), (k, j) # 4) and
where
I’{=&E0 \
2g(X, ’, {)
’ {T +
and so on. The subscript 0 indicates expectation with respect to f0( } , ’) and
further details on the derivation of the test statistic can be found in Rayner
and Best (1989). Now, by construction, I{{ is the identity matrix of order
Card(4), I’^’^ is the estimated Fisher information matrix for the parameter
’ under f0( } , ’) and I’{ is a matrix with elements Cov0(hk, j (X, ’),
 log f0(X, ’)’l). In many important cases, it turns out that there exists
a finite subset 4* such that, for all l,
 log f0(X, ’)’l= :
(k, j) # 4*
:k, j, lhk, j (X, ’). (2.8)
Thus, if 4 satisfies 4 & 4*=<, then I’{ vanishes and (2.7) takes the
particularly simple form
R(4)=
1
n
:
(k, j) # 4 \ :
n
i=1
hk, j (Xi , ’^)+
2
. (2.9)
If H0 holds, R(4) is asymptotically distributed as a /2 with Card(4)
degrees of freedom and (2.1) is rejected for large values of R(4). Moreover,
the ensuing test strategy is consistent since statistics of the form (2.7) or
(2.9) are asymptotically distributed as weighted combinations of non-central
/21 under local alternatives of the form (2.6), see Rayner and Best (1989).
Beran (1979) has introduced a family of exponential densities for
directional data that turns out to be a particular case of (2.6). Indeed, it is
easily seen that Beran’s family is obtained from (2.6) by letting f0 be the
uniform measure over 0p and taking the hk, j ’s as elements of Ek( p), the
space of spherical harmonics of degree k in 0p . When f0 is uniform, we
have that Hk=Ek( p) from Helgason (1984), so that the main difference
between (2.6) and Beran’s family is that we use a CONB of spherical
harmonics in each subspace Hk . A practical advantage of (2.6) in the
present context is that, when used in conjunction with Rao’s method, the
test statistic does not require the expression of C(’, {).
The difficulties in applying the smooth test strategy to directional or
axial data appear mainly in selecting the index set 4 and in producing a
CONB associated with f0 . For the former problem, data-driven methods
for selecting the tuning parameter 4 could possibly be adapted from, for
example, Diggle and Hall (1986), but this idea belongs more to the realm
of density estimation on the sphere and is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Moreover, the test strategies of the next sections require that 4 be selected
a priori. The most common way to do this is to set 4 as a subset of
[(k, j) | 0kK, 1 jdp(k)]"4*, where K is chosen according to the
approximating power of H0 H1  } } } HK in relation with the plausible
shape of the true parent distribution. Since L2O( p)(0p , f0) is a Hilbert space,
the best approximation property of CONB, Eubank (1988, p. 55) and
Helgason (1984, Chapter 5), ensures that functions of the form k, j {k, j
_hk, j ( } , ’) will provide good approximations to those elements for which
the {k, j ’s decrease smoothly toward 0 as k increases. The choice K=
circumvents this possibly difficult decision but requires a weighting of the
ni=1 hk, j (Xi , ’^)’s so that the now infinite sum in (2.7) or (2.9) has a limiting
distribution. This leads to a test strategy that is similar in spirit to the
Sobolev test approach of Gine (1975) and is usually difficult to apply in
practice. Thus in what follows, we will assume that K is fixed and finite.
The computation of an orthonormal basis associated with f0 then
becomes the main problem in applying the proposed test strategy. As with
Beran’s family, when f0 is uniform, standard results about spherical
harmonics can be used (see Section 4). We now look at special cases where
simplifications occur that makes it feasible to compute such a CONB.
3. ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRIC ALTERNATIVES
As a first step, we look at the special case where both the null density
and the alternatives are assumed to be rotationally symmetric about the
same unknown axis %. Let X be a directional or axial vector whose density
is rotationally symmetric about %. From Watson (1983), we can write X as
X=T%+- 1&T 2 ‘, (3.1)
where T=%TX is independent of ‘ and ‘ is uniformly distributed on the
unit sphere orthogonal to %. Thus the density of X is a function of t=%Tx
solely and setting ’=(%, *), where * is an Euclidean nuisance parameter,
we have from Watson (1983)
f (x, ’) d|p(x)= f (%Tx, *) d|p(x)
= f (t, *)(1&t2)( p&3)2 dt d|p&1(‘). (3.2)
Since under the alternative, the parent density is also rotationally symmetric
about %, we need only to develop a CONB for the subspace S% of
L2O( p)(0p , f0) that consists of functions that are invariant under the
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subgroup of O( p) that leaves % unchanged. Since S% is isomorphic to
L2([&1, 1], |p&1 f0(t, *)(1&t2)( p&3)2), standard results from Hilbert
space theory show that if [sk(t, *), k0] forms a CONB associated with
the density of T under H0 , the set [sk(%Tx, *), k0] forms a CONB for
S% . Now, the sk(t, *)’s must satisfy;
|p&1 |
1
&1
sk(t, *) sk$(t, *) f0(t, *)(1&t2)( p&3)2 dt=$kk$ , (3.3)
where |p=2(? p2)1( p2), and can be obtained as follows. Set s0(t, *)=1
and, for k1, write
sk(t, *)=ck, k(*) \tk+ :
k&1
m=0
ck, m(*) tm+ , (3.4)
where ck, k(*) is the normalizing constant that makes (3.3) hold. It is easy
to see by induction that the orthogonality part of (3.3) is fulfilled if and
only if each sk(t, *) is orthogonal to the linear space of functions spanned
by [1, t, t2, ..., tk&1]. This fact implies that the coefficients ck, m(*) are
solutions to the linear system
Mk(*) ck(*)=&+k(*), (3.5)
where
ck(*)=(ck, 0(*), ..., ck, k&1(*))T, +k(*)=(+k(*), +k+1(*), ..., +2k&1(*))T
and
1 } } } +k&1(*)
Mk(*)=E0(TkTTk)=\ b . . . b ++k&1(*) } } } +2k&2(*) k_k
with Tk=(1, T, ..., Tk&1)T and +k(*)=E0(Tk). Here again, the subscript
‘‘0’’ indicates that the expectation is taken under H0 . If the distribution of
T is not degenerate, Mk(*) is positive definite and
ck(*)=&M&1k (*) +k(*) (3.6)
is the unique solution to (3.5), from which we get
ck, k(*)=(+2k(*)++Tk(*) ck(*))
&12. (3.7)
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In particular, s1(t, *)=c1, 1(*)(t&+1(*)) and
s2(t, *)=
c2, 2(*)
(+2(*)&+21(*))
_(t2+(+1(*)+2(*)&+3(*)) t+(+1(*) +3(*)&+22(*))). (3.8)
Let ’^=(% , * ) be the mle of ’ under H0 and put T i=% TXi . Then, if I’{
vanishes, the test statistic (2.9) becomes
R(4)=
1
n
:
k # 4 \ :
n
i=1
sk(T i , * )+
2
, (3.9)
where 4 is now a set of indexes for k. Letting
T k=
1
n
:
n
i=1
(1, T i , ..., T k&1i )
T=(1, T , T 2, ..., T k&1)T,
(3.9) can be written in the more convenient form
R(4)=n :
k # 4
(T k&T Tk M
&1
k (* ) +k(* ))
2
(+2k(* )&+Tk(* ) M
&1
k (* ) +k(* ))
, (3.10)
which does not require the explicit evaluation of the sk(t, *)’s. Of course, a
similar version of statistic (2.7) also exists when I’{ does not vanish. A very
easy way of estimating Mk(* ) and +k(* ) for two important densities will be
given in Section 5.
4. ALTERNATIVES WITHOUT ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY
We now adapt the goodness-of-fit test strategy of Section 2 to the case
where, under the alternatives of interest, the density of the directional or
axial vector X is not restricted to rotational symmetry while the null
distribution retains this property. Our goal is to find a set of disjoint
irreducible O( p)-invariant subspaces [Hk , k0] satisfying (2.5) and to
produce a CONB for each of them. It is natural to consider, as a starting
point, the set of subspaces of polynomials of degree k. Care must be taken
however since on the hypersphere, some polynomials may be equivalently
expressed as polynomials of strictly inferior degree. For example, on 0p ,
x21+x
2
2+ } } } +x
2
p=1. Irreducibility circumvents this difficulty while ensuring
O( p)-invariance of the subspaces.
Since f0(x, ’) is rotationally symmetric, write as in Section 3, ’=(%, *)
with % being the unknown axis of symmetry under the null hypothesis.
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Also, let N% be any rotation matrix that maps % onto (1, 0, ..., 0)T. From
(3.1), we get that
N%‘=\0!+ , (4.1)
where ! is a random vector uniformly distributed over 0p&1. From
Helgason (1984, p. 17), the space Ek( p&1) of spherical harmonics of
degree k in ( p&1) dimensions is an irreducible O( p&1)-invariant sub-
space of the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k on 0p&1.
Let [9k, m(!) | m=1, ..., dim(Ek( p&1))] be a CONB for Ek( p&1) with
respect to the scalar product
|&1p&1 |
0p&1
h1(!) h2(!) d|p&1(!)
and, for j0, let [sk, j (t, *), k0], with sk, j ( } , *) being a polynomial of
degree k, satisfying, for each j,
|p&1 |
1
&1
sk, j (t, *) sk$, j (t, *)(1&t2) j (1&t2)( p&3)2 f0(t, *) dt=$kk$ . (4.2)
The following theorem, whose proof is given in the Appendix, gives us the
tools necessary to build a CONB associated with the null hypothesis.
Theorem 4.1. Let [ f0(x, ’), ’=(%, *)] be a family of rotationally
symmetric continuous densities whose support is 0p . Let 6k be the restriction
to 0p of the space of polynomials of degree k in x # R p. Let Hk be the
subspace of 6k formed by those elements pk # 6k satisfying
|
0 p
pk(x) pk$(x) f0(%Tx, *) d|p(x)=0 (4.3)
for all pk$ # 6k$ , 0k$<k and all % # 0p . Then,
(i) For any % # 0p , the spaces Hk are orthogonal with respect to
( } , } )f 0 . Moreover,
Pk=H0 H1  } } } Hk
and
L2O( p)(0p , f0)= :

k=0
Hk .
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(ii) The space Hk is an irreducible O( p)-invariant subspace of the
polynomials of degree k in x # R p. For any % # 0p , the polynomials
hk, j, m(t, !, *)=(1&t2) j2 sk& j, j (t, *) 9j, m(!),
with j=0, ..., k, m=1, ..., dim(Ej ( p&1)), form a complete orthonormal basis
for the space Hk with respect to ( } , } ) f0 . Moreover, Hk can be further
decomposed as Hk=Hk, 0(%) } } } Hk, k(%), where each Hk, j (%) is an
irreducible [g # O( p) | g%=%]-invariant subspace of Hk .
(iii) If
p=1, dim(Hk)=dp(k)={10
if k=0, 1
otherwise
.
If p=2, dp(k)={12
if k=0
otherwise
.
For p>2,
dp(k)={
1
p
_\p+k&1p&1 +&\
p+k&3
p&1 +&
if k=0
if k=1
if k2
.
The theorem asserts that
[hk, j, m( } , } , *) | k=0, ..., , j=0, ..., k, m=1, ..., dp&1( j)]
forms a CONB for L2O( p)(0p , f0). This CONB is obtained simply by
combining, as specified in the theorem, the two sets of functions. We first
show how to get the functions satisfying (4.2). For j=0, (4.2) reduces to
(3.3) and we can take sk, 0( } , *)=sk( } , *) of (3.4). For j>0, we apply the
reasoning of Section 3, but using the scalar product (4.2). Let +k, j (*)=
E0(T k(1&T2) j). For k>0, write +k, j (*)=(+k, j (*), +k+1, j (*), ...,
+2k&1, j (*))T and
+0, j (*) } } } +k&1, j (*)
Mk, j (*)=\ b . . . b + .+k&1, j (*) } } } +2k&2, j (*) k_k
Set these quantities to 0 when k=0. It follows using the same line of
argument that leads to (3.6) and (3.7) that
sk, j (t, *)=
(tk&(1, t, t2, ..., tk&1) M&1k, j(*) +k, j (*))
- +2k, j (*)&+Tk, j(*) M&1k, j(*) +k, j (*)
. (4.4)
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Notice that since +k, j (*)=+k, j&1(*)&+k+2, j&1(*), the computation of
+k, j (*) and Mk, j (*) requires only the moments +k(*)=+k, 0(*) of T up to
order 2(k+ j). Hence, in computing the hk, j, m( } , } , *)’s of the theorem for
any given k, one needs only the moments up to the order 2k, no more than
required in Section 3 for rotationally symmetric alternatives.
As for the 9j, m( } )’s, when f0( } ) is uniform and thus constant, Hk=Ek( p)
and there are well-known methods for generating a CONB for this space.
When p=3 for example, these functions are objects in the Mathematica
program, Wolfram (1991). For other values of p, algorithms are available
(an internet site is given in Axler et al. 1992, Appendix B). It is nonetheless
informative to see how the theorem applies in this simple case. When X is
uniformly distributed, f0( } ) is, trivially, rotationally symmetric about any
axis. Thus, to generate a CONB for Ek( p), one needs only to
arbitrarily fix an axis about which T is computed and derive the
sk& j, j ( } , *)’s and the 9k, m( } )’s needed in the theorem. In view of (4.2),
sk& j, j ( } , *) can be taken as the appropriately normalized version of the
Gegenbauer (ultraspherical) polynomial of order (p2+ j&1) (Abramowitz
and Stegun, 1970). As for the 9k, m( } )’s, first recall that a CONB for E0( p)
is [90, 1(!)#1]. When p=1, 0p=[\1] and the problem becomes
degenerate since
L2O( p)(0p , f0)=[c1I(!=1)+c2I(!=&1) | c1 , c2<],
where I( } ) is the indicator function. Thus, E0(1)=Span[90, 1(!)=1],
E1(1)=Span[91, 1(!)=I(!=1)&I(!=&1)], and Ek(1)=< otherwise. A
CONB for Ek(2), k>0, is given by [9k, 1(!), 9k, 2(!)]=[- 2 cos(k,),
- 2 sin(k,)], where , is the polar angle of !. From Muller (1964), a
CONB for Ek(3) is given by [P jk& j (t) 9j, m(!), j=0, ..., k, m=1,
min( j+1, 2)], where P jk& j ( } ) denotes the associated Legendre function of
the first kind of order j and degree k& j, which is proportional to
(1&t2) j2sk& j, j (t) (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970, formula 22.5.60). Since
here % is arbitrary, one can take %=(1, 0, 0)T from which we get, using
(3.1), that T=X1 with ,=tg(X3 X2), so that 9j, m(!) turns out to be the
ratio of a polynomial in X2 and X3 over (1&X 21)
j2. Thus the elements of
the CONB for Ek(3) can be written as functions, in fact polynomials, of the
directional vector x=(x1 , x2 , x3)T. This shows that the theorem yields a
recurrence formula that can be used to construct a CONB for Ek( p) based
on that of Ek( p&1). We will use this in the next section.
It is worth noting that when f0( } ) is uniform and 4=[(k, j, m)=
(1, 0, 1)], hk, j, m(t, !, *) is proportional to (t&E(T )) so that (2.6) becomes
the von MisesFisherLangevin family, see Section 5.1. This corre-
sponds to the embedding family for the test of uniformity proposed by
Rayleigh (1919). Using this family, Rayleigh developed what turns out to
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be a Rao score test for the null hypothesis. Thus, his test strategy can be
seen to be a particular case of our approach. If, instead, one takes 4=
[(k, j, m)=(2, 0, 1)], the odd moments of T vanish so that, from (3.8),
hk, j, m(t, !, *) is proportional to (t2&E(T 2)) and the alternatives become
the ScheiddeggerDimrothWatson family of Section 5.2 that constitutes
the embedding family used in Anderson and Stephens’ (1972) test of uni-
formity. Using a more general 4 yields Beran’s family of distributions,
albeit with a different basis.
5. COMPUTATION OF THE TEST STATISTIC FOR
SOME DISTRIBUTIONS
5.1. The von MisesFisherLangevin Distribution
Suppose we want to test the null hypothesis that the observations arise
from a von MisesFisherLangevin distribution with density
f0(x, ’)=
1
ap(*)
exp(*%Tx) d|p(x), (5.1)
where ap(*)=(2?) p2 I( p2&1)(*) *&p2+1, I&( } ) is the modified Bessel
function of the first kind of order &, and ’=(%, *) with *>0. It is well
known, Watson (1983), that the mle of % is % =X &X & and that of * is the
solution to a$p(* )ap(* )=&X &. Furthermore, since
ap(*)=|p&1 |
1
&1
exp(*t)(1&t2)( p&3)2 dt,
it follows that the moments of T=%TX are given by +j (*)=a( j)p (*)ap(*).
From this and the fact that a$pap satisfies Riccati’s equation follows the
recurrence relation
+j+2(*)=+j (*)&
( p&1)
*
:
j
m=0 \
&1
* +
( j&m) j !
m !
+m+1(*). (5.2)
Thus, starting from +0(* )#1 and +1(* )=&X &, the mle of any +j (*) is
easily obtained from (5.2) and has the property of depending solely on &X &.
Note that recurrence formula (5.2) is interesting in its own right since it
provides a more stable way of computing the moments of T than the usual
forward recurrence formula, (Watson, 1983, p. 192) and is easier to apply
than the backward approach in Mardia et al. (1984).
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It is easily seen that, for this family of distributions, relation (2.8) holds
when 4*=[k | k=0, 1]. Thus, to test the null hypothesis against rotationally
symmetric alternatives, one needs only to substitute % and the necessary
+j (* ) into R(4) of (3.9) or (3.10) with 4 chosen so that 4 & [0, 1]=<.
To test the null hypothesis against more general alternatives, the embed-
ding family (2.6) may take the form
f (x, ’, {) d|p(x)=C(*, {)(1&t2)( p&3)2
_exp \*t+ :
K
k=2
:
k
j=0
:
dp&1( j)
m=1
{k, j, mhk, j, m(t, !, *)+
_dt d|p&1(!) (5.3)
with hk, j, m(t, !, *) given by Theorem 4.1. Notice that here again, relation
(2.8) holds when 4*=[(k, j, m) | k=0, 1] so that, in addition to the
constant term, we need to omit the CONB of H1 . Substituting ’^=(% , * ),
T i=% TXi , and
\0! i+=N%
(Ip&% % T) Xi
- X Ti (Ip&% % T) Xi
into the expression for hk, j, m(t, !, *) yields, in the same manner as with
(3.9), the following version of the test statistic (2.9):
R(4)=
1
n
:
K
k=2
:
k
j=0
:
dp&1( j)
m=1 \ :
n
i=1
hk, j, m(T i , ! i , * )+
2
; (5.4)
where, using (4.4),
hk, j, m(T, !, * )=
(Tk& j&TTk& jM
&1
k& j, j(* ) +k& j, j (* ))(1&T
2) j2
- +2(k& j), j (* )&+Tk& j, j (* ) M&1k& j, j (* ) +k& j, j (* )
9j, m(!)
with TTk& j=(1, T, T
2, ..., Tk& j&1) and where the 9k, m(!)’s are the elements
of the CONB for Ek( p&1) that can be obtained by the recurrence
illustrated in Section 4. Under H0 , (5.4) is asymptotically distributed as a
/2 with Kk=2 dp(k) degrees of freedom.
It is worth noting that when p=K=2, the family of alternatives (5.3)
becomes that considered by Cox (1975), see also Lawson (1992). When
K=2, p=3 and {2, 1, m=0, (5.3) becomes the FB5 family of distributions.
Kent (1982) and Rivest (1986) have proposed tests of the null hypoth-
esis against membership to this family. With K=2, (5.3) turns into the
FisherBingham family of distributions introduced by Mardia (1975).
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Mardia et al. (1984) gave a score test against these alternatives. Note that
when p=2, (5.4) requires only two terms and becomes
R(2)=\ :
n
i=1
h2, 0, 1(T i , ! i , * )+
2
+\ :
n
i=1
h2, 1, 1(T i , ! i , * )+
2
, (5.5)
while for p=3, we get
R(2)=\ :
n
i=1
h2, 0, 1(T i , ! i , * )+2+ :
2
m=1 \ :
n
i=1
h2, 1, m(T i , ! i , * )+
2
+ :
2
m=1 \ :
n
i=1
h2, 2, m(T i , ! i , * )+
2
=R1(2)+R2(2)+R3(2). (5.6)
The global statistic R(2) turns out to be a more stable and, using (5.2),
more easily computed version of the test statistic of Mardia et al. (1984).
5.2. The ScheiddeggerDimrothWatson Distribution
Suppose now that the null density is a member of the family of distributions
f (x, ’)=
1
bp(*)
exp(*(%Tx)2) d|p(x), (5.7)
where
bp(*)=|p&1 |
1
&1
exp(*t2)(1&t2)( p&3)2 dt
and again ’=(%, *). Let #^1#^2 } } } #^p be the eigenvalues of  XiX Ti
with associated normalized eigenvectors % i and write * i for the solution of
#^i=b$p(* i)bp(* i). It is known (Best and Fisher, 1986) that the mle of
’=(%, *) is either (% 1 , * 1) or (% p , * p), according to which maximizes the
likelihood. Furthermore, the odd moments of T vanish so that +2 j&1(*)=0
while the even moments are given by +2 j (*)=b ( j)p (*)bp(*). Since bp(*)
satisfies Kummer’s differential equation (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970,
Eq. 13.1.1), it follows that starting from +0(* )#1 and +2(* )=#^1 or #^p
depending on the case, the mle of any +j (*) can be obtained using the
recurrence formula
+2( j+2)(*)=
2 j+1
2*
+2 j (*)+\1&p+2 j2* + +2( j+1)(*). (5.8)
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The distribution (5.7) can arise as the density of either directional data
or axial data. Thus departures from the null hypothesis must take into
account the nature of the collected data. In the case of directional data, to
test the null hypothesis against rotationally symmetric alternatives, we
substitute % and the necessary +j (* ) into R(4) of (3.9) or (3.10) with
k{0, 2 since in this case (2.8) holds when 4*=[k | k=0, 2]. To test
against the same alternatives for axial observations, the density under the
alternative must also be axial. This is the case if and only if the {k, j=0 in
(2.6) for odd values of k. Thus the index k in (3.10) must now run over
even values 4.
To test against more general alternatives, (2.6) may take, for directional
data, the form
f (x, ’, {) d|p(x)
=C(*, {) exp \*t2+ :
K
k=1
:
k
:
d p&1 ( j )
m=1
{k, j, mhk, j, m(t, !)+ dt d|p&1(!).
j=0
(k, j, m){(2, 0, 1)
(5.9)
(k, j ){(2, 1)
For axial data, the alternatives are the same as in (5.9) except that, for odd
values of k, we must take {k, j, m=0. The resulting test statistic will have the
form (5.4) with index k running on even values 2. In particular, setting
in (5.9) K=2 leads to Bingham’s (1974) axial family of distributions and
the corresponding test statistic R(2) has only one term. This is to be expected
since, for the Bingham distribution, ! is not uniformly distributed but the
marginal density of T is the same as that under (5.7) and is independent
of !. Prentice’s (1984) proposed a goodness-of-fit test for (5.7) against this
Bingham family as alternatives. His test statistic is equal to our R(2) and
is directed toward departures from the uniformity of !. Best and Fisher
(1986) proposed the use of Prentice’s (1984) statistic in conjunction with
an ad hoc modified Kolmogorov statistic separately testing the distribution
of T. It will be seen in Section 7 that Prentice’s statistic and a competitor
to Best and Fisher’s test also comes out of our smooth test approach.
6. TESTING SPECIFIC DEPARTURES FROM
ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY
One of the main advantages of the smooth test approach adopted here
resides in its ability to easily create test statistics that are tailored to detect
specific departures from the null hypothesis. In particular, from (3.1), it
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follows that X has a rotationally symmetric distribution when the following
two conditions are satisfied:
(i) the density of T has a given form
and
(ii) the distribution of ! given T is uniform.
This second condition is really a combination of two characteristics:
(ii*) the distribution of ! given T does not depend on T
and
(ii**) this common distribution is uniform.
We now show that test statistics of the form (5.4) with the CONB of
Theorem 4.1 can be broken into three parts, each being sensitive to
departures from conditions (i), (ii*), and (ii**) respectively.
Indeed, the terms hk, 0, m( } , } , *) in (5.3), being elements of Hk, 0(%) in
Theorem 4.1 ii), are easily seen to be functions of t solely, so that R1(K),
the corresponding component of the test statistic (5.4), is equal to (3.10).
Hence this statistic is tailored to detect departures from the density of T
that departs from the null model specified by condition (i). Likewise, the
terms hk, k, m( } , } , *), as elements of Hk, k(%), depend only on - 1&t2 ! and
the corresponding test statistic, R3(K) say, is sensible to departures from
(ii**). Finally, the structure and completeness of the CONB given in
Theorem 4.1 ensure that T and ! are independent if and only if {k, j, m=0
when 1 jk&1. The corresponding test statistic is R2(K) which detects
departures from (ii*). Because of the orthonormality, all three tests
statistics have asymptotically independent /2 distributions and this may be
used to find which of the conditions implied by the null hypothesis fail for
a particular data set. Note that this decomposition of R(K) was observed
in (5.6) for K=2. For the case p=2, the distinction between conditions
(ii*) and (ii**) vanishes and the test statistic has only two components as
in (5.5).
We close this section by noting that for a more precise control of type
I errors in the above test strategies, one can use Monte Carlo simulations
in addition to the asymptotic chi-square approximations. For this, it
suffices to generate samples from the density of the null hypothesis with
estimators obtained from the original data set replacing any unknown
parameters and to compute the various test statistics. Repeating this a large
number of time yields a Monte Carlo approximation to the true null
distribution of the test statistics that can be used to confirm the asymptotic
approximation. For the examples of the next section where 30<n<40, we
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have found that the p-values obtained from the asymptotic distributions
are generally in close agreement with those obtained from such Monte
Carlo simulations.
7. EXAMPLES
7.1. The Magnetism Data Set
Creer et al. (1959) measured the direction of magnetism at 34 sites in the
Great Whin Sill. The data appear in Fisher et al. (1987, p. 289). Mardia et
al. (1984) tested ‘‘Fisherness’’ of this data set against FisherBingham
alternatives. They get a test value of 7.52 on 5 degrees of freedom (df), thus
accepting the null hypothesis. Kent (1982) proposed to check ‘‘Fisherness’’
against the more restrictive FB5 family of alternatives. His test statistic is
5.96 with 2 df, close to the 0.05 critical value of 5.99.
We get from (5.6) that R1(2)=0.760 on 1 df yielding a p-value from the
asymptotic approximation (A-p) of 0.38 and of 0.33 from a Monte Carlo
simulation (MC-p) based on 5000 samples. Similarly, we find R2(2)=0.795
(df=2, A-p=0.67, MC-p=0.61) and R3(2)=5.963 (df=2, A-p=0.05,
MC-p=0.04). It is obvious from the magnitude of these statistics that
departures from ‘‘Fisherness’’ may only come from the non-uniformity of !.
The statistic R3(2) is Kent’s (1982) test statistic against the FB5 while
R(2)=7.518 (df=5, A-p=0.18, MC-p=0.14) is an alternate version of the
test statistic in Mardia et al. (1984). Thus is addition to throwing new light
on how the approaches of Kent (1982) and Mardia et al. (1984) are
connected and operate, one can see that they may be extended by increas-
ing the value of K. For example, one gets R1(3)=0.918 (df=2, A-p=0.63,
MC-p=0.41), R2(3)=7.488 (df=6, A-p=0.28, MC-p=0.18), and R3(3)=
6.675 (df=4, A-p=0.15, MC-p=0.13).
7.2. The Ordovician Turbidites Data Set
Powell et al. (1985) measured the orientation of axial-plane cleavage
surfaces of F1 folds in Ordovician turbidites. The data appear in Fisher et
al. (1987, p. 291). Best and Fisher (1986) have tested the goodness-of-fit of
Watson’s distribution to 39 of the points from the original data set using
a procedure that tests separately the estimated longitudes (e.g., ! ) and
colatitudes (T ). They found that the colatitudes do not show departure
from the null hypothesis while for the longitudes they obtained, with
Prentice’s (1984) statistic, a p-value of 0.34 (correcting the obvious error
p=0.117). This brought them to conclude that Watson’s distribution
provides an acceptable fit to this data set.
These being axial observations, the terms corresponding to R1(2) and
R2(2) do not exist so that R(2)=R3(2)=2.142 (df=2), as obtained by
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Best and Fisher (1986). This is to be expected since R3(2) is Prentice’s
(1984) test statistic. We get that A-p=0.34 and MC-p=0.34. Pushing
further, and since there is no R(3) here, the data being axial, we obtain
R(4)=16.241 (df=11, A-p=0.13, MC-p=0.09), with R1(4)=0.25 (df=1,
A-p=0.62, MC-p=0.58), showing no departure coming from the null density
of T. The latter statistic is a competitor to Fisher and Best’s (1986) test on
the estimated colatitudes. Also, R2(4)=5.312 (df=6, A-p=0.50, MC-p=
0.44) supporting the independence of T and !. However, we find that
R3(4)=10.679=2.142+8.538 (df=4, A-p=0.03, MC-p=0.03) which is
significant at the 0.05 level. Thus using a more comprehensive test statistic
than that of Prentice (1984), we are brought to cast some doubt on the null
hypothesis of ‘‘Watsonness’’ on the ground that the distribution of ! may
not be uniform.
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
Note first that since f0 is assumed to be rotationally symmetric about an
axis %, we have that
L2O( p)(0p , f0)={h(x) } |0 p h2(x) f0( yTx, ’) d|p(x)<, \y # 0p , \’ # 5= .
Thus, from the identity
|
0 p
|
0 p
h2(x) f0( yTx, ’) d|p(x) d|p( y)=|
0p
h2(x) d|p(x),
we see that, if f0 has support 0p for any ’ # 5, then L2O( p)(0p , f0) is just the
usual complete separable Banach space L2O( p)(0p , |
&1
p )=L
2(0p) and that
the corresponding Hilbert space equiped with the uniform scalar product
can be written as L2(0p)=k=0Ek( p). A CONB for Ek( p) with respect
to the uniform scalar product can be obtained using the recurrence relation
of Section 4. We need a similar decomposition with respect to the scalar
product ( } , } ) f0 for any fixed % # 0p .
Using the coordinate system x=t%+- 1&t2 ‘, where t=%Tx, define, for
k0, the functions
9 k, m(x, %)=(1&t2)k2 9k, m(!),
where 9k, m( } ) are the elements of the CONB [9k, m(!) | m=1, ...,
dim(Ek( p&1))] for Ek( p&1) and where ! is defined through (4.1) and is
uniformly distributed over 0p&1 . It follows that 9 k, m(x, %) is a polynomial
of degree k in the components of x&(%Tx) %. We need the following
lemma.
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Lemma. Let 6k be the restriction to 0p of the space of polynomials of
degree k in x # R p. If pk(x) # 6k , then, for any % # 0p ,
pk(x)= :
k
j=0
:
dim(E j( p&1))
m=0
:
k& j
i=0
ai, j, m(%) si, j (%Tx, *) 9 j, m(x, %),
for all x # 0p . (A.1)
Proof of the lemma. For notational convenience, the dependence of
ai, j, m on % will be suppressed in the proof. Fix % # 0p and denote by N%*
the p_( p&1) matrix obtained by transposing N% of (4.1) and removing its
first column so that ‘=N%*!. The restriction to 0p of a polynomial of
degree k can be written as pk(t%+- 1&t2 N%*!). For each t # (&1, 1), this
is a polynomial of degree at most k in the component of ! # 0p&1. Now,
since [9j, m | m=1, ..., dim(Ej ( p&1)), j=0, ..., k] forms a CONB with
respect to the uniform scalar product for the restriction to 0p&1 of the
space of polynomials of degree k on R p&1 , we have that
pk(t%+- 1&t2 N%*!)= :
k
j=0
:
dim(E j ( p&1))
m=0
qk, j, m(t) 9j, m(!), (A.2)
where
qk, j, m(t)=
1
|p&1 |0p&1 pk(t%+- 1&t
2 N%*!) 9j, m(!) d|p&1(!)
=
(1&t2)& j2
|p&1 |0p&1 pk(t%+- 1&t
2 N%*!)
_9 j, m(t%+- 1&t2 N%*!, %) d|p&1(!). (A.3)
This shows that
pk(x)= :
k
j=0
:
dim(E j ( p&1))
m=0
pk, j, m(%Tx) 9 j, m(x, %), (A.4)
where pk, j, m(t)=qk, j, m(t)(1&t2)& j2.
Since 9 j, m(x, %) is a polynomial of degree j in x and pk(x) is a polynomial
of degree k, this implies that pk, j, m(%Tx) is a polynomial of degree at most
k& j in x and thus in t. Hence, it can be written as a combination of the
polynomials [si, j (t, *), 0ik& j] introduced in (4.2). Thus, we have
pk, j, m(t)= :
k& j
i=0
ai, j, msi, j (t, *), (A.5)
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where
ai, j, m=|p&1 |
1
&1
pk, j, m(t) si, j (t, *)(1&t2)( p&3+2 j )2 f0(t, *) dt. (A.6)
Combining (A.3) and (A.6) yields
ai, j, m=|
0p
pk(x) si, j (%Tx, *) 9 j, m(x, %) f0(%Tx, *) d|p(x). (A.7)
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of (i). By definition, when j{k, the spaces Hk and Hj are clearly
orthogonal with respect to ( } , } ) f0 for any % # 0p . Now fix % # 0p . By the
lemma, all polynomials in 6k have an expansion of the form (A.1).
Substituting these expansions into (4.3), it follows that pk # Hk if and only
if its coefficient in (A.1) satisfies ai, j, m(%)=0 for every i, j such that
i+ j{k and all % # 0p . Thus each pk # Hk has an expansion of the form
pk(x)= :
k
j=0
:
dim(E j ( p&1))
m=0
ak&j, j, m (%) sk& j, j (%Tx, *) 9 j, m(x, %). (A.8)
Since the polynomials sk& j, j (%Tx, *) 9 j, m(x, %) are orthonormal with
respect to ( } , } ) f0 , it follows from (A.1) and (A.8) that 6k=Hk 6k&1.
This proves the first part of (i). The second part then comes from the fact
that the restriction to 0p of the space of all polynomials is dense in L2(0p),
see Helgason (1984, p. 18).
Proof of (ii). By construction, Hk is an O( p)-invariant subspace. From
(A.8), for any fixed + # 0p , Hk has only one member, up to a multiplicative
constant, that is invariant over the group [g # O( p) | g+=+] and this
function is sk, 0(+Tx, *). It follows from Schur’s lemma that Hk is
irreducible.
Now, since hk, j, m(t, !, *) corresponds to sk& j, j (%Tx, *) 9 j, m(x, %), it
follows that the hk, j, m ’s are orthonormal with respect to ( } , } ) f0 and, from
(A.8), form a complete basis for Hk . Fix % # 0p and let Hk, j (%) be the space
generated by the linear span of [(1&t2) j2 sk& j, j (t, *) 9j, m(!), m=1, ...,
dim(Ej ( p&1))]. Since, for fixed (k, j), (1&t2) j2 sk& j, j (t, *) is invariant
with respect to the group [g # O( p) | g%=%], the generating functions of
Hk, j (%) are, up to this multiplicative constant function, the same than
those that generates Ej ( p&1). Thus Hk, j (%) is an irreducible
[g # O( p) | g%=%] invariant subspace of Hk . Combining these generating
functions for j=0, ..., k shows that Hk=Hk, 0(%) } } } Hk, k(%) with
respect to ( } , } ) f0 .
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Proof of (iii). From the construction of Hk , it is seen that dim(Hk)
does not depend on the null density. In particular, taking f0(x, ’) as the
uniform, one finds in this case that Hk=Ek( p), whose dimension is given
by Eq. 5.17 of Axler et al. (1992, p. 87).
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